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Abstract—Mobile and pervasive ECG monitoring systems re-
quire continuous connectivity with server-side ECG analyser for
instantaneously detecting abnormal cardiac situations. Normally,
these systems generate a large amount of data, resulting in a
high energy expenditure with data transmission on pervasive
ECG platform. In this context, data reduction mechanisms can
be applied for saving transmission energy of pervasive ECG
monitoring devices, maximizing the availability and confiability
of ECG monitoring systems. This paper proposes an perva-
sive energy-efficient ECG monitoring approach for detecting
abnormal cardiac situations for ubiquitous health systems. The
data reduction approach based on error prediction maximize
the life time of pervasive ECG monitoring device by gathering
and reducing heart signal before sending it to server-side ECG
analyzer application. Moreover, Pearson’s Coefficient (correlation
rate) is applied on the proposed data reduction approach,
enhancing the quality of monitored heart signal.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pervasive health monitoring systems are sensor-based plat-

forms able to check vital signal of person, at anytime and any-

where [12], [13], [14], [3]. For exemple, these mobile sensor-

rich biological monitoring systems can be equipped with ECG

sensor for continously tracking heart disease. Usually, ECG

gathered data is locally stored on the pervasive monitoring

platform for later analysis, or is continuously sent for server-

side analyzer application. In fact, there is a huge demand

for continuous ECG monitoring systems, requiring real-time

response, high availability and confiability.

However, these resource-constrained real-time monitoring

platform (e.g., ECG continuous monitoring systems) usually

generate a large volume of data, expending a lot of energy

from mobile monitoring device that are powered by batteries

[15]. Also, pervasive ECG monitoring systems have severe

physical constraints, such as memory capacity, computational

power, and energy autonomy [16], [17]. The energy con-

sumption of monitoring systems is mainly associated with

three operations: i) sensing fuctions, ii) data processing, and

iii) communication [18]. In fact, the energy spent in sensing

varies according to the sensor type and application nature. For

instance, the sporadic sensing (e.g., blood sugar monitoring)

consumes less energy than the constant event monitoring,

such as heart disease tracking. Therefore, a data reduction

mechanism is essential for save energy, but it should be

concerned with the quality of information generated after

compression [4], [5], [3], which adds application error.

The focus of this work is to maximize the lifetime of

ECG monitoring systems, by saving transmition data energy.

This paper proposes a predictive data reduction mechanism

(Adaptive Simple Linear Regression - ASLR) to extend the

lifetime of pervasive ECG continuous monitoring systems.

The proposed ASLR approach compress heart data gath-

ered from pervasive ECG monitoring platform before sending

it to server-side ECG analyser application. The pervasive

ECG monitoring system is based on the Arduino Platform1,

which was integrated with our Context Manegment Framework

(CxtMF) for constructing context-aware healthcare applica-

tions, such as ECG monitoring systems (for more information

about the CxtMF, please refer to [4], [3]). The proposed ECG

pattern classification is constructed on the CxtMF, which is

able to classify ECG signal as normal and abnormal heart

condition.

ASLR uses a basic mechanism of prediction, which is based

on the history of vital signal raw data collected by ECG

monitoring platform. By using the proposed ASLR approach,

the ECG monitoring platforms should to produce coefficients

that models the sample set from the reading window. Thus,

instead of send all gathered samples, the monitoring platform

send to the server-side analyser application only the coeffi-

cients that represents the line, i.e., the set of reading values

[15]. The production of the coefficients are controlled by the

error between the real and estimated value. Thus, we have

a mechanism that can adjust the sample windows used on

the model. Based on the received coefficients (models), the

server-side application is able to reconstruct the sample set

1http://www.libelium.com/130220224710/
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Fig. 1. Representation of a normal electrocardiographic wave.

of ECG gathered data. The quality of ECG gathered data is

enhanced by using Pearson’s Coefficient (correlation rate) in

the proposed ASLR approach.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: Section

2 gives an overview on electrocardiogram data. Section 3

presents the proposed data reduction approach as well as

the proposed ECG pattern classification approach. Section 4

presents the methodology and Section 5 the disscuss about

experimental results. Fnally, we conclude the paper and discuss

future work in Section 6.

II. ELECTROCARDIOGRAM OVERVIEW

Electrocardiogram (ECG) is an exam which records elec-

trical pulses generated during the cardiac activity and, thus,

aids the diagnosis of heart disease and other diseases, not

only related to the circulatory system [20]. Among the main

diagnoses, can be highlighted diseases2: arrhythmias, overload,

areas electrically inactive, neurological diseases and congenital

diseases. It is responsability of surgeons, general practitioners

and emergency care physicians, the interpretation of ECG sig-

nals. The heart activity produces currents that radiate through

the surrounding tissue to the skin. ECG electrodes are attached

to the skin to capture that heart’s electrical activity (electrical

currents). The equipment converts that current into waves

which represents the heart depolarization and repolarization

cycle [19]. A ECG Complex represents the electrical events

occurring in the cardiac cycle and consists of five waves

denominated by the letters P, Q, R, S and T. The letters Q,

R and S are considered a unit, namely, the QRS Complex. P

wave is the first component of a normal ECG (Figure 1) and

represents the atrial depolarization. A normal P wave has the

following characteristics:

• Location: Precedes the QRS complex;

• Width: 2 to 3 mm in height;

• Duration: 0.06 to 0.12 seconds;

• Configuration: Generally rounded up.

PR interval is from the beginning of the P wave to the

beginning of the QRS complex and takes between 0.12 and

0.20 seconds. QRS complex comes shortly after the P wave

2http://www.heart.org/

(Figure 1) and represents the depolarization of the ventricles.

A normal QRS complex has the following configuration:

• Location: After the PR interval;

• Width: 5 to 30 mm in height;

• Duration: 0.06 to 0.10 seconds or half the PR interval;

• Configuration: Q waves (deflection below the baseline),

R (first positive deflection following the Q wave) and S

(first negative deflection after the R wave).

ST segment, also known as J point represents the end of

ventricular depolarization and the beginning of ventricular

repolarization. This segment under normal has the following

characteristics:

• Location: extends from the S wave to the beginning of

the P wave follows;

• Deflection: Generally isoelectric (neither positive nor

negative);

• Amplitude: Can range from -0.5 to 1 mm.

T wave represents ventricular repolarization. It has the follow-

ing characteristics:

• Location: Follows the S wave;

• Width: 0.5 to 10 mm;

• Setup: Typically rounded and smooth;

• Deflection: Generally up, but may appear reversed in

some derivations.

QT interval is from the beginning of the QRS complex to

the end of T wave. This range varies with age, sex and

heart rate. Usually takes from 0.36 to 0.44 seconds. Heart

rate is the number of times the complete cycle (the start of

a P wave to the beginning of another wave P) occurs per

minute. The reference values for adults is 60-100 bpm (beats

per minute) at rest [19]. On the other hand, heart rate is the

distance between R wave peaks from two successive QRS

complexes. If all those distances are in the same size range,

the rhythm is normal. Furthermore, in order to that a wave

electrocardiographic be diagnosed as normal, it must meet the

following five characteristics [19]:

• Regular rhythm;

• Normal frequency;

• A P wave for every QRS complex and all the P waves

and QRS complexes similar in size and shape;

• PR and QT intervals normal;

• T waves up and rounded.

Based on all those characteristics, ECG ghatered data can

be separated into two basic groups: normals and abnormals.

In fact, any ECG wave that does not meet those five basic

requirements will have an abnormal diagnosis. Therefore, our

proposed ECG classification solution is taking into account

these considerations for classifying heart signal in normal and

abnormal cardiac situation.

III. PERVASIVE ENERGY-EFICIENT ECG MONITORING

APPROACH

This section outlines the proposed approach by describing

the data reduction mechanism based on the Pearson’s Coeffi-

cient (correlation rate) which reduces the error generated by
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Adaptive Simple Linear Regression (ASLR). Furthermore, we

present the electrocardiogram classification mechanism, which

uses the following techniques: Machine Learning, Support

Vector Machines, Stepwise Algorithm, and Cross-Validation.

A. Adaptive Simple Linear Regression Based on Pearson’s

Coefficient

Simple Linear Regression (SLR) is a technique to modeling

the relationship between a scalar dependent variable Y and one

explanatory or independent variable named X . SLR, basically,

is based on least squares. In that case, each ECG sensor node

calculates α and β by using as the independent variable, a

counter that represents the time. The dependent variable to be

predicted is the monitored physical variable (ECG signals for

instance). In our adaptive scheme, the ECG sensor adjust the

window of samples based on correlation coefficient. In that

case, α and β are computed from samples based on Pearson’s

Coefficient, according Equation ( 1). Pearson’s Coefficient

shows the level of intensity between two variables and the

direction from that correlation (positive or negative). Value of

coefficient can be in range [−1,+1].
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where r represents the relationship between two one-

dimensional vectors X and Y , to be compared in terms of its

correlation. It contains window of samples of two variables,

X = x1, x2, ..., xi and Y = y1, y2, ..., yi, where i = 1, ..., n
and n is the number of samples (window size). X and Y

represent the average of samples of each variable vector.

Value of coefficient can be played as follows: if value is

+1, then there is perfect positive correlation between the

two variables; if value is −1, then there is perfect negative

correlation between two variables. In other hand, if value is

0, then there is no correlation or correlation is non-linear. In

our case, the better results on performance evaluation from

prediction (low error) were got when Pearson’s Coefficient

ranged between [0.6−1]. The mechanism is done as described

below and pictured in Figure 2:

• Step #1: the sensor node takes one measurement from the

interested variable, for instance, the ECG signals, which

named ECG;

• Step #2: if the node is in training mode, it adds the ECG

in an internal buffer and sends this value to ECG server-

side analyser application. After that, the node checks if

the buffer is full. If it is true, the node goes to Step #3;

otherwise returns to Step #1; if the node is not in training

mode goes to Step #4;

• Step #3: the buffer is full. The pearson value is calculated;

if the Pearson’s Coefficient is less than a specific thresh-

old, then the coefficients of linear regression is generated.

We named Model. The model is sent to the ECG analyser.

Finally, the buffer is cleared and Training Mode is set to

False; returns to Step #1;

• Step #4: the node is not in Training mode. In this Step, the

node estimates the measured value, based on the Model

(linear regression coefficients). The error (the absolute

difference between the Value and the estimated Value) is

computed;

• Step #5: if error reach a specific threshold, the Value is

sent to the ECG analyser and the node enters Training

Mode;

The five steps are summarized in Algorithm 1 below:

Training Mode = True;

while true do

ECG = readECG();

if Training Mode then

Buffer.add(ECG);

send(ECG);

if Buffer.isFull then

P = calculatePearson(Buffer);

if P < PEARSON THRESHOLD then

Model(α, β) = linearRegression(Buffer);

send(Model);

Training Mode = False;

Buffer.Clear;

end

end

else

ECG Estimated = generate value(Model, ECG);

Error = abs(ECG - ECG Estimated);

if Error ¿ ERROR THRESHOULD then

send(ECG);

Training Mode = True;

end

end

end
Algorithm 1: SLR based on Pearson’s Coefficient

B. Machine Learning

In general, machine learning solutions can be divided into

supervised and unsupervised learning approaches3. In super-

vised learning approach, systems need to know the environ-

ment by examples of input-output. The learning will be by

reinforcement, which occurs by continuous interaction with

the environment in order to minimize the performance. In

unsupervised learning solutions, there are not examples of

desired output values. In this case, the task searches from

the input data to create some understanding of the data

and generate an internal representation able of encoding the

input characteristics in new classes, separating it into groups

correctly. For this work, we are using supervised learning ap-

proach, providing to ECG monitoring system with all required

data for learning cardiac situations.

Regarding how to develop the knowledge, machine learning

can also be divided into Learning by Discovery, Learning

3http://mitpress.mit.edu/books/foundations-machine-learning-0
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the Algorithm of Data Reduction on SLR Adaptive

by Generalization and Learning by Analogy. These types of

learning are discussed below:

• Learning by Analogy: is the ability to induce from a

similar concept;

• Learning by Discovery: without a priori knowledge and

without the assistance of someone who has knowledge,

learn new concepts and facts;

• Learning by Generalization: objective produces generic

and comprehensive knowledge from existing information.

Learning by Generalization can be subdivided into:

• Deductive Learning: try to learn new information that are

valid consequences of something already known, such as

explanation-based learning;

• Inductive Learning: It is based on inductive inference

from facts provided by a teacher or environment. The

system attempts to induce a rule from a set of observed

instances.

For all types of learning, the set of all rules defined for the

solution of a learning problem is named learning algorithm.

There are a range of algorithms that offer advantages and

disadvantages depending on the problem to which it are

applied.

C. Support Vector Machines

Support Vectors Machines (SVM) is a technique for optimal

binary classification (two classes), but it was extended to

support regression and classification problems of multiple

classes. SVM is a particular case of kernel-based methods,

which maps feature vectors into a high dimensional space

by using some kernel function, and then for this new linear

space creates a optimal hyperplane separating the classes. The

solution is optimal in the sense that the margin between the

hyperplane and the closest feature vectors of the two classes is

maximal. The feature vectors that are closest to the hyperplane

are named support vectors, meaning that the position of other

vectors do not affect the hyperplane.

SVM algorithms were developed to solve classification

problems and has been successfully used in pattern recognition

applications, such as text categorization, categorization of
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SPAM, handwritten character recognition, texture recognition,

gene expression analysis, object recognition in 3 dimensions,

and so on. Basically the operation of an SVM can be described

as follows: given two classes and a set of points belonging

to these classes, the SVM determines the hyperplane that

separates points in order to place the highest points of the

same class the same side while maximizing the distance of

each class to hyperplane. The distance from one class to a

hyperplane is the shortest distance between it and the points

of this class and is named separation margin.

IV. METHODOLOGY

This section describes how our ECG continuous monitoring

system works by using the ECG classifier on server-side ECG

analyser application and data reduction techniques.

A. Applying Data Reduction on ECG Ghatered Data

Before automatically classify exams by the ECG classifier

on the server-side ECG analyser application, the pervasive

ECG monitoring platform gathers ECG data for tracking vital

signs (see Figure 3). The device consists of ECG sensors which

monitor in realtime the patient conditions. That information is

then compressed by coefficients of linear regression function,

which are then sent to the server-side application through a

ZigBee radio. When the ECG analyser application receives the

coefficients, it is converted to ECG signals. Then these ECG

signals are classified as normal or abnormal, automatically.

B. ECG Classification

This section describes all the steps and procedures of the

methodology used to find the proper ECG classification. Es-

sentially, the steps of this methodology performs the following

actions:

• Acquisition;

• Training;

• Classification.

Acquisition is the first step for gathering ECG data from

pervasive ECG monitoring platform.

In training step, the method of samples partitioning leave-

N-Out method is used (to describe this method is beyond the

scope of this work). Lastly, the classification step analyzes all

the features of detected in the ECG signals, classifying the

ECG data as normal or abnormal through the classifier SVM.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the ECGs diagnostic methodology

were performed some experiments. This section shows and

discusses the experimental results obtained according to the

used approach. One hundred (100) of ECG gathered data were

selected randomly by attending only to the condition that these

hundred ECG data, fifty (50) were considered normal and fifty

(50) abnormal. Experiments were performed with the goal

of minimizing the processing time without affecting the final

result.

In this step, the candidates were divided into five (5)

groups. This division aims to use the technique leave-N-out,

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THE TECHNIQUE LEAVE-N-OUT

Group Accuracy Sensibility Specificity

1 70% 70% 70%

2 80% 70% 90%

3 95% 90% 100%

4 95% 90% 100%

5 80% 70% 90%

Average 84% 78% 90%

where all groups are trained and tested, thus avoiding biased

experiments. Follows, in the table below, the results for each

group.

Group 1 achieved the correct diagnosis of fourteen (14) from

twenty (20) tested exams, where the ten (10) normal, seven (7)

were diagnosed correctly and three (3) incorrectly. The same

occurred for the ten (10) abnormal in that group. Groups 2 and

5 had a slight improvement in accuracy where sixteen (16) out

of twenty (20) exams were correctly diagnosed, and has been

kept the same for seven (7) correct diagnoses to abnormal,

and an increase to nine (9) correct diagnosis from ten (10)

normal. Groups 3 and 4 were the ones that achieved the most

significant results. The rate was nine (19) hits from twenty (20)

exams, only one error for abnormal cases of the two groups.

In the end, was obtained a average of 84% from accuracy,

90% from specificity and 78% from sensitivity. Results show

that, in certain ECG signal particularly abnormal, the tests for

the diagnosis from ECG failed to include the exams in set of

regions of interest. This suggests that the way for obtaining

the region of interest (complex P, Q, R, S and T) can be

improved especially in the choice of abnormal complex exams,

since there are several different standards, directly affecting the

diagnosis sensitivity and reducing the accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSION

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), car-

diovascular diseases kill 17 million of people each year around

the world. Estimates suggest that in 2020, that number should

increase to 25 million, which means that one every three

people is the victim of cardiovascular diseases, which is a

number six times higher than deaths from HIV. In Brazil, on

average, 33% of the population dies every year victims of

myocardial infarction or CerebroVascular Accident (CVA).

This paper provides a energy-efficient solution for automatic

classification of ECGs in order to speed up the care of large

number of patients who need to realize electrocardiographic

exams in clinics and hospitals. That proposed solution is an

energy-efficient ECG monitoring to detect abnormal cardiac

conditions. It is composed of two mechanisms, which are

responsible for: 1) collect ECG data of patients, but saving

energy of ECG monitoring devices to increase its lifetime; and

2) classification of ECG exams automatically, from those data

sent by the sensors devices to the ECG analyser application.
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Fig. 3. ECG Sensors Device
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